Kalimas Corridor East region is a historical district in Surabaya, which is still in the area with other historic areas. Like Kya - kya Kembang Jepun, Red Bridge, Jl. Rajawali, Bridges and Other Pete’an.

In the Corridor Regions East Kalimas there are still many buildings that leave the typical architecture in antiquity. In addition to being the most important place in 18an - 19an, namely the Port Kalimas. Currently Kalimas East Corridor area is also still an important place for the surrounding due to the persistence of the activity of buying and selling and transport of goods. Not much different from the first, but different circumstances there are now at the point that the crowd going. Just around the market area customs. While bedekatan area with the harbor master building does not look like a crowd of other areas.

Judging from the existing character of the area and how the location that is the busiest in earlier times, the author sees the potential to revitalize the area and develop it into a tourist area that aims to attract people of leisure activities, local people buying and selling, and maintenance of buildings around. Especially the harbor master who has been a flurry of witnesses port in earlier times.
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